Computers:

Dell Optiplex 7010

- Intel Core i7 3770 (8M, 3.4GHz w/ HD4000 Gfx)
- 8GB 1600MHZ DDR2 RAM (2DIMM)
- 1GB AMD Radeon HD 7470 Graphics card
- 500GB 6.0Gb/s SATA HDD
- Comes with basic USB keyboard/mouse
- 3Yr Pro Support

Price: $875.03

Who is the Dell Optiplex 7010 for?
This desktop computer is for those looking for a Windows desktop. The Ivy Bridge processor helps out the graphics card, which is already the highest allowed for this line of computer. This desktop is ideal for basic email users and web surfers, all the way up through moderately intensive graphics users.
Note – This does not include a monitor or speakers.

Dell Latitude E5540

- Intel 4th Gen Core i7 4600U (2.1GHz, 4M cache) Processor
- 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L SDRAM (2DIMMS)
- NVIDIA GeForce GT 720M Graphics
- 500GB SATA Solid State Hybrid HDD
- Has Bluetooth, Webcam, and 1920x1080 15.6” Screen
- 3Yr Pro Support

Price: $1346.90

Who is the Dell Latitude E5540 for?
This laptop is our recommendation for those looking for a Windows based laptop. Like the 7010, the Ivy Bridge processor helps the graphics card pump out the information at a greater pace. It has a Bluetooth card for those that may need to use Bluetooth peripherals, a webcam for those that may need to videoconference, and a Full—HD screen capable of 1920x1080 resolution. Note – This does not include any peripherals, including Docking stations.

Apple 13” Macbook Pro

- 2.9GHz Dual-core Intel Core i7, Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz
- 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 SDRAM 2x4GB DIMM
- Intel HD Graphics 4000
- 500GB Serial ATA Hard Drive
- Superdrive 8X (DVD±R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW)
- Mini-DisplayPort to VGA adapter

Price: $1411

Who is the Apple 13” Macbook Pro for?
This laptop is our recommendation for those looking for a Macintosh laptop. It has a comparable processor and RAM to the Dell Latitude 5540 and has all of the iLife products that Mac users depend upon. Also includes a Bluetooth, a webcam, a backlit keyboard, and an VGA adapter to hook up to a projector or monitor.
✓ Dell Professional P2213 22" Widescreen LED Monitor
✓ 1680x1050 Resolution, 1000:1 contrast ratio, 5ms response time
✓ 3 year Warranty
This is your basic 22” monitor for solo or multiple monitor use.

Price: $164.99

✓ Logitech MK520 Wireless Mouse and Keyboard
✓ Ergonomic. Requires 3 AA batteries for both peripherals.
✓ Both bind to the computer via 1x 2.4GHz USB wireless receiver.
✓ 3 year warranty

Price: $46.74

✓ Dell E/Port Plus 210W Port Replicator
✓ Ability to walk into your office and place the laptop in a dock to charge and create additional ports for:
  o Multiple monitor connections/types
  o More USB connections
  o Adds a serial port
  o Adds a network port, etc.
This is ideal for individuals that work on multiple campuses, because they can set up their workstation with a quick docking motion and avoid the plugging/unplugging of cables.

Price: $149.99 EACH